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ABSTRACT

Solid breeder/structure mechanical Interaction
(BSMI) during fusion reactor blanket operation
Is a potential failure mode which could Halt
the Lifetime of the blanket. The severity of
BSMI will generally depend on the naterlals,
specific blanket designs, and blanket operat-
ing conditions. Thenaooechanlcal analyses
performed for « hellua-cooled blanket employ-
Ing Li2O/ru-9 plates Indicate that BSMI could
be a serlcus concern for this blanket.

I. INTROriUCYlON

In the iianket Coapartjon and Selection
Study (BCSS),! ".wo hellua-eooled solid breeder
blankets were: Included for evaluation. Both
blankets consist of radially oriented breeder
(Ll;0 and L1A1O2) plates clad with thin sheets
(0.23 on thickness) of ferrltlc alloy HT-9.
Helium cool&nt at S.I HPa enters the blanket
through a flow distribution channel, passes
the first-wall region (and a beryllium neutron
multiplier rone In the LlAlO^ blanket), then
flows radially outward between the breeder
plates. Flow gap spacing (I an width) Is pro-
vided by wires wrapped around the exterior of
the HT-9 cladding. Tritium recovery fron the
breeder plates Is Achieved by a low-pressure
(0.1 MPa) hellua stream flowing through
grooved paths on the breeder surface. Several
advantages were Motioned with regard to the
above blanket design:

(1) Since the HT-9 cladding Is thin and sub-
jected to a net gas pressure differential
of 5 HPa, the cladding will collapse onto
the breeder early during blanket opera-
tion. This will greatXy reduce the un-
certainty In the breeder/cladding Inter-
face conductance,' hence the uncertainty
In the breeder temperatures.

*Uork supported by the U.S. Department of
of Energy/Office of Fusion Energy.

(2) Thi coolant pressure of J.I KPa will pro-
vide sufficient restraint to claap the
cladding against outward aoveaent of the
breeder.

(3) In the event of a loss of coolant pres-
sure, the gas pressure (0.1 HPa) Inside
the plates will not be high enough to
rupture the cladding.

An Issue Identified for the above blanket
design Is the occurrence of solid breeder/
structure nechanlcal Interaction (BSHI) during
blanket operation. The BSHI Issue arises be-
cause It Is a potential failure aode which
could cause preaature blanket module replace-
ment and safety and environmental concerns.
This paper examines the driving forces of BSKI
and shows that, the Ll2O/HT-9 blanket 1* more
susceptible to BSHI than the LlAlOj/HT-9 blan-
ket. The remainder of the paper Includes two
types of theraoaechanlcal analyaes of the
LljO/HT-9 blanket: (I) a hub-and-shaft ana-
logy for Interface pressure (BSHI) development
and the resultant cladding stress and strength
comparison, and (2) thermal stability (or In-
stability) of the L12O breeder plate. These
analyses, though approximate In nature, indi-
cate that BSKI could be a serious concern for
the hellua cooled Ll2O/HT-9 blanket.

II. DRIVING TORCCS OF BSHI

Solid breeder/structure mechanical Inter-
action during blanket operation can occur from
two source*: differential thermal expansion
between solid breeder and structural material,
and lrradlstlon-lnduced swelling in solid
breeders. Localized solid breeder/structure
mechanical Interaction can also occur In re-
gions near breeder grooves, cracks, and Inter-
faces. The differential thermal expansion
•train ( & CQTE^ between solid breeder and
structural material may be astlmated as
follows:



CDTE
Rearranging Eq. (2) give*

(1)

where a Is the thermal expansion coefficient,
AT - Ti - T o (1 - b or s), T o Is the refer-
ence rooa temperature, subscript!) b and s
denote solid breeder and structure, respec-
tively, and the bars denote that the terms
underneath are volune averaged quantities.
Based on the thernal expansion data of LljO,
L1A1O2,

3 and HT-9,2 and volune averaged
temperatures of 65O*C for L12O, 700*C for
LlAlO2, and SOO'C for HT-9, the estimated
values of ACQTE a r e '-2 and 0.21 for LljO/HT-9
and LlA102/HT-9, respecttvely. These QEpTE
values were obtained assuming that there Is
zero Initial gap between the breeder and HT-9.

Significant Irradlatton-lnduced swelling
has been observed In L12O, noC In LtAlOj.4

The observed L12O swelling, ac least (faring
the early stages of the experiments, may be
described as unconstrained swelling. In those
experiments the gaps between Che LljO pellets
and cladding can accommodate the Initial
swelling without developing significant BSMI.
In the Li2O/HT-9 blanket for which there Is no
gap between the L12O and HT-9, however, BSMI
will be Induced as 1,120 swelling occurs at an
estimated diametral swelling rate of -1.11/at.I
6L1 burnup.

III. INTERFACE PRESSURE DUE TO BSMI

An elastic analysis Is perforced below to
estimate the Interface pressure due to BSMI
and the associated cladding atresses In the
Lt2O/HT-9 plates. The analysis draws an anal-
ogy for the contact pressure between a misfit-
ting shaft-and-hub assembly or Che so called
"shrlnk-flt pressure". Since the assumed cy-
lindrical geometry 1» more effective for pres-
sure containment than the rectangular plate
geometry, any problem noCed In the shaft-and-
hub case Is an Indication of concern for the
plate case.

Assume that the radius of the shaft In
Che unstressed condition Is larger than Che
Inner radius of Che hub by an anount &. After
assembly « pressure p Is produced between the
hub and Che shafc. The magnitude of p Is
found from Che condtdon Chat the increase In
the Inner radius of the hub plus the decrease
tn the shaft radius must be equal to &, I.e.,

(2)

where b Is the shaft radius, t la the hub
thickness, E|, E 2 and «j, vz are the Young'«
moduli and Polsson's ratio of Che shaft and
hub, respectively.

O)

The mismatch 6 In Eqs. (2) and (3) can result
fron the differential thermal expansion be-
tween L12O and HT-9 and/or from the L12O
swelling. For the following calculations, the
shaft Is assumed to be L12O with b - 5.5 an
(half thickness of the plate) and the hub Is
HT-9 with t - 0.25 an. Mechanical properties
used In Che calculations are E] - 5.44 • 10*
HPa and vj - 0.25 for 80Z-dense L12O and E2 -
1.62 x MPa and v2 - 0.29 for HT-9.

Since b Is the shaft radius (or plate
half-thickness), the quantity (6/b) Is the
nlsnatch strain at the breeder/sCrucCure in-
terface. The Interface pressure csn be cal-
culated directly for a given 6/b, after which
the cladding scresses can be obtained via
thin-shell approximation:

or • -p/2

o. - p(b/t)
6

ot » p(B/2t>

oe » («572)p(b/t) , (4)

where ar, o e, or are the principal streaaes in
Che radial, circumferential, and axial direc-
tions of the cladding, respectively, and ae 1«
the cladding equivalent stress. The approxi-
mation for ot. Is based on the condition chat
the axial stress Is cero when there la no
friction between. Che breeder and cladding, and
lc approaches p(b/t) when che breeder "sticks"
to the cladding. For convenience, an average
of these two values Is assumed.

Table I lists che lncerface pressures (p'),
clrcunferentlal atreaaea (a e), and equivalent
stresses (oe) In che HT-9 cladding obtained at
Chree values of S/b. The Interface pressure
p' Is calculated as p from Eq. (3) and sub-

TABLE I

Interface Pressure and Cladding Stresses Due
to li2O/HT-9 Mechanical Interacttoon

(Shrlnk-Flt Analogy)

Mismatch
Strain,
«/b (I)

2.0

1.0

0.5

P'
(MPa)

127.0

61.0

27.9

°e
(MPa)

2790

1140

614

(MPa)

2420

1160

532



Cr acted from It 5.1 MPa, the counteracting
pressure froa the helium coolant.

Except for the case :f 6/b - 0.5X, the
cladding (Cress level* are all auch higher
than the ultlnate tensile strength of HT-9
(540 MPa at 500*C).4 One would, therefore,
expect alaost an Instantaneous cladding rup-
ture If the mismatch strain of >1Z develops
and both L12O and HT-9 behave elastlcally.
For S/b - O.SZ ths cladding equivalent stress
Is above the yield strength of HT-9 (450 MPa
at 500*C);4 hence favoring cladding plastic
defoliation. Earlier discussion shoved that
the differential thermal expansion strain be-
tween L12O >nd HT-9 Is 1.2X and an uncon-
strained L12O diametral swelling up to 3.3J
has been noted In the FUBR-1A experiment.*
These experimentally observed results more
than envelope the 6/b ranges assumed in the
above calculations.

The above analysis assumed that both L12O
and HT-9 behave elastlcally. With L12O swell-
ing gradually increasing during blanket opera-
tion, the magnitude of the Interface pressure
will also be affected by the plastic flow pro-
perties of L12O. Some credits nay be taken
for LijO hot pressing Into the available in-
ternal pore spaces in the high temperature
region of the Li2O plates. However, a geome-
trical Holt oust be Imposed on hot pressing
beyond which elimination of breeder Internal
porosity Is no longer possible. An optimistic
limit for the sintered U 2 0 at 80Z TD would be
6.7Z In linear dimension assuming isotroplc
hot pressing. A considerably lower Holt
(~3I) nay be reached sooner when the :aajor
fraction of pores become closed poreo. In
either case, the amount of t;ellin? strains
that hot pressing can accommodate at U2O/HT-9
Interface will be further reduced because hot
pressing In L12O Is not expected near the low-
temperature (500*C) region of the plate.

While the tube geometry assumed for the
analysis is stiffer than the plate geometry
and therefore yields smaller changes in diam-
eter than the anticipated changes In plate
thickness due to contact loading, the result-
Ing stresses for the tube geometry are con-
siderably larger than those for the plate
geometry. Away from the ends and sides of the
plate, the cladding is relatively free to
deform by bending with relatively small bend-
Ing stresses Induced. Thus, for the actual
breeder plate, defomatlon Halts (e.g. main-
taining the coolant gap between plates) may be
more Important than stress Halts.

IV. THERMAL STABILITY OF U 2 0 PLATE

For the Ll2O/HT-9 plate design, there Is
a direct relationship between the coolant flow
and the temperature levels In the breeder.
Higher breeder temperatures cause thermal

expansion which results In less space for
coolant flow. Reduced coolant flov then
causes higher breeder teaperatures and higher
thermal expansion and so on. A problem of
thermal Instability might exist especially la
situations where the coolant passage is narrow
as Is the case for the Ll2O/HT-9 blanket with
helium flow gaps of 1 ma width.

A first-order perturbation analysis has
been performed to study the above thermal In-
stability problea for the Ll2O/HT-9 plate
under the following assumptions:

(1) There Is a fixed aaount of space avail-
able for one breeder plate and one cool-
ant flow channel. That Is, an Increase
In one results in a decrease In the
ether.

(2) The pressure drop available for coolant
Is constant. That Is, any decrease in
coolant channel width results In reduced
coolant flow rate.

(3) Unconstrained thermal expansion of
breeder.

Consider some Initial perturbation c\, of
the breeder half—thickness dj, (perturbed pars-
meters are denoted by superscript *)

(5)

As a result, the following parameters are also
perturbed:

" «J ">
1 - eQ) (8)

- cj . (9)

- K

where dc, a£, Qv,a» •nd hc a r e t h e coolant
channel half-width, coolant aass flow rate,
average volumetric heating rate, and coolant-
side heat transfer coefficient, respectively,
and the c's are the perturbations on each
parameter. The perturbations described In
Eqs. (5) through (9) yield a further Increase
in breeder thickness

.calc
(10)

g*lcand the plate design Is unstable If dg*lc > d*.
To determine this relation, the following
equations are used:



Space Constraint

d • d - constant
o c

Pressure Drop

(11 )

(12)

St.ble:

Neutral:

Ur.at.ble:

< I

- 1

> 1 .

(18)

(19)

(20)

Friction Factor

1/4
f - O.O0316/Re

Hydraulic Diaaeter

d - 4 Area/Perimeter - 4d
n C

Nusselt Number Relation

Nu - 0.023 Re°'8Pt0-3 3

(13)

(14)

(15)

and the volujne-averaged solid breeder tempera-
ture T i s 6

w

/ '
(16)

where Tfn is the coolant inlet teaperature, kb

Is the breeder the C M 1 conductivity, Lj, la the
length of the breeder plate, cpc Is the cool-
ant heat capacity, and q(() is the local nuc-
lear heating rate with the dlaenslonless pa-
raaeter c defined by r/1-̂  (coolant flow aa-
suraed In the t direction with inlet corre-
sponding to t - 0). The particular goal la Co
determine c c ai c In terns of €{,. This requires
evaluating all e'a. After soae Manipulations
with Eqa. (S) through (15) and recognizing
that ccaxc 1* related Co Che perturbed Tavg a*
ecalc " <>th(Tavg - T a v g ) , where ath

 im the

breeder thermal expansion coefficient, the
following equation la obtained:

ccalc

* 6.86 -r-

With respect to the oagnltude of
there are three possible situations:

The combination of the stability criterion,
Eq. ( 1 8 ) , w i t h Eq. ( 1 7 ) g i v e s

k. k,L. c
.743 f- * 6.86 - ^ /

dc >

i f

- ~ > 0 .

( 2 1 )

(22)

Any coolant channel width smaller than that in
Eq. (21) is thermally unstable. An Interest-
Ing observation is that for the cases that the
denominator of Eq. (21) 1< negative, che
breeder la unconditionally unstable. I.e.,

< a unconditionally unstable .

(23)

It Is Important Co note chat the relation in
Eq. (23) la rather general and does not depend
on the coolant or the coolant channel. It in-
troduces an absolute aaxlnua for Che thickness
of the solid breeder d. .

Two general therul stability criteria,
Eqs. (21) and (23), were obtained for a solid
breeder place design. One sees a ainlaua val-
ue for Che coolant channel width untie Che
ocher aeCs a aaxlaua for che breeder Chick-
ness. Numerical calculations for the hellua—
cooled LljO/HT-9 plate Indicate thr.t the fol-
lowing should hold in order Co aalncain ther-
aal stsbtllty of Che breeder plate:

dc > 0.4 n

db < 74 is

The Halting value of dc - 0.4 on, although
very saall, 1c close to the design value of dc

- 0.S ma. The second Halt, set by Eq. (23),
Is far froa Che design value of db • 5.5 an
and should noC creace any probleas.



V. CONCLUSlONb

Staple elastic analysis with shrlnlc-flt
analogy Indicates that solid breeder/structure
mechanical Interaction can be a serious prob-
lem for the hellua cooled Ll2O/HT-9 blanket.
Even In cylindrical geometry, the thin HT-9
cladding cannot sustain much Interface pres-
sure without yielding and undergoing large
deforaatlon which usually precede* fracture.
Plastic deformation of Ll2O, particularly that
of hot pressing, will bring about aoae relaxa-
tion of the solid breeder/atructure Interface
pressure. Elastic/plastic analysis Is needed
to evaluate the effect of L12O hot preslng on
BSMI which requires oechanlcal properties of
L12O. Also, the analysis should be performed
for the actual plate geometry with an emphasis
on deformation as well as stress.

First-order perturbation analysis of a
solid breeder plate has established two cri-
teria for plate thermal stability. For the
helium-cooled LIjO/HT-9 plate design, the max-
imum breeder thickness criterion for thernal
stability is amply satisfied, whereas the min-
imum coolant channel width criterion for ther-
mal stability is only marginally sstlsfled.
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